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Achievement
Analyse inflation using economic
concepts and models.

Achievement with Merit
Analyse inflation in depth using
economic concepts and models.

Achievement with Excellence
Analyse inflation comprehensively using
economic concepts and models.
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Annotation

E8

The candidate gains an E8 from completing (a) and b(ii) to a Merit
level and makes an effective comparison using the number of firms
affected in b(iii). What distinguishes this answer from an E7 is the use
of price level labels to demonstrate the larger effect on inflation. In (a)
the candidate identifies government spending as a reason for the
change in aggregate demand and while the candidate identifies
exports from increased tourism as a component of aggregate demand
they should have used export receipts. Q1 b(ii) is a good answer in
that the candidate explains the increase in prices due to firms aiming
to maintain their profit margins after an increase in the cost of
production. Labels from graphs are well integrated throughout the
answer.

E8

The candidate gains an E8 from a comprehensive answer in Q2b
demonstrating that a full answer does not need excessive amounts of
writing. For each of the four groups the candidate identifies as being
better or worse off, a reason is given for their situation (e.g. less or
more price competitive) and explains an outcome for the group (e.g.
less or more profitable). The comprehensive answer in Q2b means
that the missing investment reason in Q2a is not relevant to the overall
grade for the question.

E7

The candidate would have gained a Merit for their answer in Q3a as
they clearly compare the rates of nominal wages and inflation to
determine the effect on real wages and purchasing power. However,
the E7 comes from a combination of answers from b(i) and b(ii). In b(i)
they distinguish between the determination of the average inflation
rate using the CPI and why individual groups may have higher or
lower rates based on their own basket of goods and services. They
support this answer in b(ii) by using data to show that superannuitants
had a higher inflation rate than the top 20% of households. A more
direct statement in b(ii) on the basket of goods and services being
different as the cause of these inflation rates would have scored an
E8.

